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The year in figures:
Casework:
 136 cases worked (66 families and 70 individuals)
 287 Service Users involved (24 nations, 19 languages spoken)
 6627 casework hours (RHSS service)
Cultural Kitchen:
 24 fortnightly kitchens run
 45 people on average attending (participants from 44 nations)
 1056 meals served
 9 volunteers (average) per session
Student Involvement:
 17 Students on placement
 5 disciplines – Social Work, Occupational Therapy, and Youth and Community Work,
Business Management and NVQ Administration.
 846 University level placement days
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An Introduction from the Chair
‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and human rights.’
(International Declaration of Human Rights, 1948)
This report on the activities of START covers a period in which people’s human rights continue
to be disregarded by political and economic interests. It offers an account of what we have
done to try to counter those inequalities in Plymouth. Boundaries are re-drawn and reinforced
between nations and, at the same time, boundaries between services are redefined because of
increasingly targeted funding. Nonetheless START remains fully committed to offering a holistic
service that supports people to become self-reliant contributors to their new communities and to
preparing professionals for work that is truly inclusive.
Although at the beginning of the year there was some doubt about whether some
activities could continue to be resourced, staff, service users, students and volunteers have
invested enormously in keeping them going. The allotment, Soft Creations and Cultural Kitchen
continue to complement the detailed individual work and offer opportunities for confidencebuilding, connection and making a contribution for people receiving all levels of support. This
means that individuals can be offering essential support to others whilst benefiting from support
themselves.

The ending of the Big Lottery funding meant that we started the year with a staff team
reduced by 50% and a temporary change of management structure. Isaac, Janet and Susie
have demonstrated the truth of ‘making a virtue of necessity’ and the Trustees have now
formalised the non-hierarchical management team structure. These three employees share the
management responsibility and work together to promote openness in which all contributions
are valued and which encourages the growth of a learning organisation culture.
There was great news for nearly thirty families who had been waiting for a decision for up
to six years when they were granted leave to remain. However, the change in status was
almost always accompanied by a period of destitution and homelessness as administrative
systems were slow to respond. Funded by the Housing Department of Plymouth City Council,
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Carys, a social work graduate from START joined the team temporarily and supported families
through the period of change.
This report illustrates throughout that volunteering, collaboration, partnerships and
collective working are the key to success. People who have come to seek asylum are
resourceful people with whom it is a privilege to work.
Avril Butler - Chair of START

Our year at START
It has been a challenging and exciting year at START. The new arrangements at START born
out of necessity provided an opportunity for a culture shift within the organisation. As a newly
formed Management Team, we have worked together to build and develop existing structures
to ensure that START continues to deliver its unique service.
We have encouraged ownership and participation from students and service users,
using their strengths, skills, inquisitiveness, and experiences to forge a dynamic and
responsive organisation.
Our volunteering process offers a mechanism to promote
participation – a way for people to offer skills and get involved! We encourage service users
and students to work together to develop START activities, the Cultural Kitchen, Soft Creations
and the allotment. This has led these activities into some unexpected and surprising directions,
and has ensured that they remain important and relevant to the community.
Participants of the Cultural Kitchen, the allotment and Soft Creations are starting to
govern and deliver these activities for themselves; they are strengthened by our ongoing
development and encouragement into volunteering.
We have renewed and built new relationships with other front line organisations within
the city, promoting cooperation and communication at a grass roots level. We see our active
participation in the building and formation of the Plymouth Asylum Seeker & Refugee
Consortium as a way to preserve the range, diversity, and uniqueness of organisations in
Plymouth. It allows us to stand stronger together as a sector raising the issues that matter to
the people who use our services.
Our continuing partnership with Path goes from strength to strength. The joint Refugee
Housing Support Service (RHSS) is recognised as an important resource for refugees in
Plymouth. The extension of this service, until autumn 2011, will give us a period of stability.
We are committed to continuing the process of supporting people in transition to become selfreliant contributors to the community. We look forward to the coming year and all the
opportunities that that may present.
Susie, Janet and Isaac - The Management Team
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Holistic Casework
Individual casework support to individuals and families is the backbone of what we do. We are
able to provide a service that remains needs-led, holistic in its approach, and seeks to utilise
everyone’s strengths and skills in working together. We work in a multi-disciplinary, nonhierarchical way. By offering placement opportunities for students from a range of professional
disciplines, we have created a shared learning environment that is dynamic, challenging and
encourages innovation. The framework encourages those in need to seek solutions and to have
shared ownership in the process. Casework coupled with community development work
provides a rich learning opportunity for the placement student, amply meeting their learning
needs.
The learning opportunities were excellent within the agency, especially around anti-racism and antidiscrimination (ARAD). I was also able to learn about housing, benefits, employment, health and
legislative issues that affect asylum seekers and refugees and this experience can be transferred into
the next practice setting. – 2nd Yr Social Work

The Refugee Housing Support Service (RHSS)
Funded by Supporting People and delivered in partnership with Path, The Refugee Housing
Support Service (RHSS) remains a vital and much needed service for refugees living in
Plymouth. For START, it has provided the framework for eighty percent of the casework
undertaken this year.
The service is aimed at, and is used by people who have been granted leave to remain. A
referral is made to the service either by the service user through the drop-in or by direct referral
through another agency.
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A support plan is drawn up with the service user which deals
with immediate needs such as access to appropriate
accommodation and maximising their income.
The service is holistic in its approach however and issues
concerning integration, mental health, education and training,
life skills and living in Britain, reducing social isolation,
making friends, finding family, finding meaningful activities,
volunteering are included in the assessment and form an
integral part of the support plan . The focus is on working in
partnership with the service user and caseworkers utilise the
strengths approach to assess skills and to grow confidence.
The caseworker is able to use their professional networks
within the city, enabling a positive outcome for the service
user. The support plan is regularly reviewed and once all the
agreed work has been completed the RHSS casework is
closed. This does not mean that people lose contact, for
many continue to be involved with the wider range of START
services (see pages 9-13)
Successes this year...
 136 cases worked: 101 new referrals accepted: 66
families and 70 individuals.
 ‘Drop-in’ service at Path and The Cultural Kitchen
established as main route into service. 60% of all new
referrals coming through the drop-in service.
 About 70% of those completing their support plan
resulted in finding permanent accommodation: two
thirds of which was with private landlords.
I found that START has really helped my family better than anyone ever did. I would certainly
recommend them as the best organisation of their kind. – Service user comment, from end questionnaire
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80% of those cases closed achieved the outcomes detailed within their support plans. 68%
of closed cases completed an end questionnaire.



Service users have accessed all of START’s outreach projects, where some have become
volunteers. RHSS service users contribute to START’s induction programme for new
students on placement.
In June, the RHSS underwent a service audit
by Supporting People. The result of which
enabled them to extend the funding for this
service for another two years – until Sept 2011
START itself was the first organisation for me,
where students are the major staff.
On the one hand this means that the professionals
are always confronted with a lot of questions. On
the other hand the students bring in a lot of new
ideas into START and keep the organisation
flexible. Due to the involvement of many students,
START also appears to be closer to the theoretical
part of social work, represented through the
University the students study at. – International
Social Work Student

The Legacy Emergency Response Service
In the autumn of 2007, the immigration service embarked on a case resolution programme to
fast track decisions for long-term asylum seeking families: those who had claimed asylum
before the introduction of the New Asylum Model (NAM) process in April 2007. START was
approached by Plymouth City Council housing department to coordinate a service for families
granted leave to remain under this ‘Legacy’ programme. In February 2008, START recruited
Carys Evans as named lead legacy worker.
By August, most of the families going through this programme had been granted leave to
remain. All had had an initial needs assessment with Carys and most were being supported
within the capacity of Refugee Housing Support Service (RHSS) or directly by Carys at START.
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All families needed support to find appropriate
accommodation, maximise their incomes and cope with
periods of acute destitution. The uniqueness of each
family’s situation coupled with the institutionalising nature
of an extended time in the asylum process presented itself
as a huge challenge. However, through multi-agency
working, solutions to each situation were found. For
example - extending the eviction notice period from 28
days to 6 months for current asylum support
accommodation gave breathing space for benefit issues to
be resolved, appropriate accommodation to be found,
reduced the severity of destitution suffered, and removed
layers of relocation.
The process has had the effect of exacerbating the anxiety
of families still waiting for a decision as they see their
friends being granted leave to remain.
START has encouraged participation in its outreach
activities, and through them has offered low level support
and a space for people to talk. The community is close
and supportive. The sewing group and allotment became
spaces for women to seek peer support, whereas the
young people’s group, through activities gave young
people respite and time to enjoy themselves.
Carys has developed a coherent service. The joint work between START, the Homelessness
unit - Midland House and other agencies, has efficiently maximised limited resources within the
city and channelled these directly to the families. The post and funding ended in October 2008.
After this date, access to support will be through the RHSS service and START activities. The
networks built between agencies will continue to be strengthened.
Good luck for the future and keep doing the job because the service is very important for people like us,
especially when we don’t speak good English – service user feedback
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The Cultural Kitchen
The Kitchen runs once a fortnight on a Friday
evening at Sherwell United Church Hall. It is
attended by around 45 people each session,
and has served over 1000 meals this year. It is
run through a collaboration of ASRs,
volunteers, and students on placement at
START under the guidance of Janet Hamilton,
and Gislaine De Souza, and provides a meeting
place for asylum seekers, refugees, students
and volunteers to cook and share a healthy,
Halal meal. Free art and craft activities are
enjoyed by children and adults.
In June, the Kitchen celebrated its fifth birthday
showing that it really is an established resource
in Plymouth. It is important and relevant to the
community itself, who look to the Kitchen as a
base to use and hold their specific celebrations.
This year, the Kitchen hosted Independence
Day celebrations for both the Eritrean and
Congolese communities, supported the Muslim
community through Ramadan and celebrated
Eid. On these celebration days it is not
uncommon for more than 100 people to attend!

As a community activity, the Kitchen has built and strengthened supportive relationships with
other agencies and organisations within the City. Taking part is important, feeding into the idea
of creating and belonging to a wider community. These partnerships have proved invaluable in
supporting the activities provided and have enabled an immediate and positive intervention at
times of crisis.
I felt that getting the chance to work with families and children from around the world seemed to be a
great and diverse option as well as a brilliant learning opportunity – 1st Yr MA Social Work Student
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There is a pooling of experience and an
unlocking of skills. Volunteering opportunities
within START have become more structured
and given more people the space to offer and
share their skills. The different parts of START:
the casework, Soft Creations, the allotment and
the Kitchen are inter-connected and supportive
of each other.
It is this connected approach to community
development work and holistic casework that
enables us to offer placement opportunities to
students from a wide spectrum of disciplines. It
is also true that it broadens the scope for
volunteering too.

Why do you come to the cultural kitchen?

Comments from some of those attending the Cultural Kitchen

Soft Creations
Soft Creations meets every Tuesday and during the year the group moved the venue away from
the Start office and into Sherwell Church. This is a more accessible location for most service
users and, as the Cultural Kitchen is also at Sherwell, helps service users new to the city, who
have been supported in accessing the sewing group, to access the Kitchen as well.
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The group is also an opportunity for students to do effective casework. This links to the Refugee
Housing Support work. A woman who has come through the NAM process (New Asylum Model)
may arrive suddenly in the city, receive a positive decision and within twenty eight days have all
of her asylum support, including housing, removed. She may not know anyone in the city and
not yet have had the opportunity to link in with any support networks. Coming along to Soft
Creations can provide the opportunity to begin to make links as well as finding some support
with practical problems such as accessing English classes and finding nursery places for her
children. Other women who have been in the city for several years and are still waiting for a
decision on their asylum claim can use Soft Creations as a space to meet and talk about things
which are impacting on everyday lives.

Because I enjoy it, the gossip, sewing and beauty treatments – volunteer at Soft Creations
During the year the activity has been supported by five students and three regular volunteers.
Sewing projects have included making or altering clothing, making cushion covers and bags and
more recently hand embroidering cards and beads. These were sold at the Respect Festival to
help raise more funds for the group. The group has lots of ideas for sewing projects for next
year including linking in with other groups on a quilting project for Plymouth Museum.

The Allotment
Meeting every Thursday at the Central Park allotments, this project continues to provide outside
gardening space for service users to grow their own food and for the community to grow
produce for the Cultural Kitchen. The allotments are divided into two sections: allocated private
growing space and communal growing space.
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The produce from the allotment is used as part
of the communal meal and any surplus is
shared among those at the Kitchen. The cycle
of growing – harvesting – cooking and
composting has taken root.
Grand planting plans battled with this year’s
terrible summer weather. However, the putting
up of the poly tunnel, a 20ft greenhouse, has
given valuable ‘indoor’ space and refuge from
the wind and rain. It enabled us to have some
harvest this year. Beans, onions, cabbages and
tomatoes all did well.
My grandfather had a lot of land in India, he
planted corn, beans, and ladyfingers...I love to
come up here, dig and grow my own food. I
love it! – Allotment attendee
For members of the community, the allotment provides a space away from the issues that
impact on their daily lives and can act as a link to their lives before they arrived in the UK. Many
take the opportunity to work on the allotment during the week, as well as coming together with
START students and volunteers on Thursday. As with Soft Creations and the Cultural Kitchen,
the allotment offers opportunities for people to find support, make links and talk.
During the year, the allotment is supported by students as part of their placement. Community
work like this provides a rich learning opportunity, meets learning needs and fosters a multidisciplinary approach. The allotment project is an important element of START and will
continue in the following year.
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Other Activities
The young people’s group
The group also wanted to film the activities
and produce a DVD. The activities will act as
the backdrop for them to describing their
views and opinions. The overall theme of
the DVD is about positive integration.

In response to the expressed needs of
young people at the Cultural Kitchen, a
young people’s group was set up. The group
was organised and run by social work and
youth & community students.

The DVD project is ongoing, and the
finished product will be shown as part of
Refugee Week 2009.

English Classes at START
In April, START collaborated with Saltash
Community college and ran a pilot session
of English classes. The sessions were split
into two distinct types: The first, at the HQ
Building was aimed at language around
finding employment; the second, at the
Cultural Kitchen, was more general and
enabled parents of young children to attend.
Both sessions were well attended.

Many of the young people involved were
from families that are going through the
Legacy programme. They met, talked and
generated ideas on what they wanted from
the group. We ran a weekly sessions, from
February through to May, based on the
programme of activities drawn up by the
young people themselves. Swimming, rock
climbing and playing football were very
popular.
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Student Placements 2007 – 2008:
University/College
Plymouth
Plymouth
Plymouth
Rorschach – Switzerland
College Of St Mark and St John
Bristol
Leonardo Da Vinci Programme
Plymouth City College

Discipline
BSc Social Work
MA Social Work
Occupational Therapy
Social Work
Youth and Community Work
Youth and community work
Business Management
NVQ Administration (LV 2)

No. Students
6
4
2
1
1
1
1
1

Partnerships and collaborations
At START, ‘Working together’ means all stakeholders contribute to the wellbeing of the whole
community. Our work as an organisation would not be possible if we were unable to form
strong, lasting collaborative networks with other frontline agencies in the city.
The following are a few of the many organisations that contribute to our success:
Casework: Path, Supporting People, DCRSC, Refugee Action, PCC Homelessness Unit, PCC
Housing dept., DiHP, Citizens Advice Bureau, The Ship, The Foyer, Local Network Fund, The
Christian Centre, The Red Cross, PDREC, Shelter, Devon and Cornwall Housing, Colebrook
Housing, Open Doors, ASR Mental Health Team, Nomomy Children’s Centre…
Outreach Activities: Student Action for Refugees (STAR), British Trust Conservation Volunteers
(BTCV), Diggin’ It, the Eden Project , Devon and Cornwall Police Diversity Team, Sherwell
United Church, The University of Plymouth, Saltash Community College, Devon Community
Foundation, Merrivale Butchers, Harvest Home…
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Financial Statement
START annual accounts are independently audited in accordance with current Charities
Commission guidelines. Full accounts are available on request.
Summary of accounts:
Income:

Expenditure:

£

£

Local authority grants, trust grants and restricted funds

24,431

Salaries, on-costs & pensions

89,712

Supporting people contract - RHSS

158,818

Interpreters, training & professional fees

2,781

Cultural Kitchen donations

1,322

Buildings – rent, utilities, insurance

17,288

START donations

1,256

Travel expenses

3,612

Student placement fees

6,160

Office supplies and services

10,650

Activities to generate funds: Invoices & fundraising

7,845

Depreciation

4,100

Rebates

363

Outreach activities

10,429

Investment income and interest

741

Path RHSS

30,057

st

175

Refund of grant under spend

4,086

st

20,634

Restricted funds at 1 September 2007
Unrestricted funds at 1 September 2007

Total: 221,745

Total: 172,716

Operational Obligations carried forward

24,029

General Reserve

25,000

START has received funds, with thanks, from the following organisations this year:

Partners:
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Thanks
We would like to thank all those who have supported START’s work this year, and those who
have volunteered their time and skills to START and START activities.

Contact Details:
Students and Refugees Together
Unit 4 HQ Building
237 Union Street
Plymouth
PL1 3HQ
Telephone: 01752 255200
Fax: 01752 668826
info@studentsandrefugeestogether.com
www.studentsandrefugeestogether.com
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